“The Evosa’s minimalist contemporary styling will complement any room.”

Designed by Peter Roth, the Evosa is the perfect chair for the most prestigious venues. The slender chrome plated steel frame and the option of knitted mesh or upholstered back creates a modern chair of outstanding design and quality.

The slim webbed seat and unique hidden back construction provides enduring comfort while maintaining a light weight chair that can be seat stacked up to 10 for the mesh-back chairs and 8 for the upholstered back chairs.

Evosa is available with or without arms. A powder coated frame can be specified. A separate plastic linking clip and a trolley are available.
Black plastic feet

Choice of upholstered back or innovative knitted mesh back fabric

Slim moulded arm pads

Chrome plated mild steel frame (powder coat available on request)

Upholstered seat with built-in webbing for comfort

Precise elegant detailing where leg meets seat stretcher

Seat stacks 8-10 high

Option – Linking clip (side chair)

Option – Linking clip (arm chair)

Option – Linking clip (arm to side chair)

08/1
Depth 55.5cm
Weight 6.2kg
Stacks 10

08/1A
Depth 55.5cm
Weight 7.6kg
Stacks 10

08/2
Depth 56cm
Weight 6.4kg
Stacks 8

08/2A
Depth 56cm
Weight 7.9kg
Stacks 8